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1. TNTR~DUCTI~N 

FoIlo~ng the program outline on the Problem Session of the Honolulu 
Conference on Abelian Group Theory (Dec. 1983-Jan. 1984), the second 
author of this paper formulated the following conjectures and problems in 
his Udine talk [S]: 

Conjecture 1. Let T be a countable reduced torsion group. There exists 
an NO-indecomposable (i.e., not decomposable into a direct sum of N, non- 
zero summands) extension G of T by a completely decomposable torsion- 
free group of rank n if and only if T can be presented as a direct sum 
T= F@ H, where F is a finite group and foi any prime p and nonnegative 
integer k 

f((ff)+f:+,(H)<n 

(where symbols f;(H) denote the Ulm- Kaplansky invariants of H). 
This criterion would not change if we were to omit the words “com- 

pletely decomposable.” 

Problem 2. Given a countable reduced torsion group T and a torsion- 
free group R. Find the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence 
of an ~~-indecomposable extension of T by R. 

Probiem 3. Is it true that for any countable reduced torsion group T 

*This author was partially supported by a grant from the University of Colorado at 
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360 SHELAH AND SOIFER 

without infinite bounded summands, there exists an K,-indecomposable. 
extension of 7’ by a countable torsion-free group H? 

The two problems considered in this paper are Conjecture 1 and 
Problem 3. 

Theorem 3 proves Conjecture 1, and thus completely describes torsion 
parts of countable K,-indecomposable abelian groups of finite torsion-free 
rank in terms of their Ulm-Kaplansky invariants. This result generalizes 
the main result of [3]. 

The negative answer on Problem 3 was quite surprising (at least to the 
second author). It is obtained in Theorem 5, which shows that allowing 
torsion-free rank to grow from finite to countable does not contribute 
anything toward K,-indecomposability of a group, namely, if G is a coun- 
table K,-indecomposable abelian group, then already some subgroup 
of finite torsion-free rank H of G with the same torsion part as G is 
Ha-indecomposable. 

A new tool used in this paper is the Test lemma, which is a com- 
binatorial description of the property of a countable group to be N,- 
indecomposable. An immediate application of it (Theorem 2) shows that 
the class of countable ~~-indecomposable groups of finite torsion-free rank 
is closed under finite direct sums. 

And finally, Problem 2 is not addressed here. It will be the sole subject of 
another joint paper of the authors, which is forthcoming. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

All groups in this paper are abelian. We will mostly use the notations 
and terminology of Cl]. In addition, N will stand for the set of natural 
numbers; 1, = { 1, 2,..., n}; N* = {0} u N; P: the set of prime numbers; 
(m, n): the greatest common divisor of m, n E Z; h,(g),: the p-height of g in 
G (g E G, p E P); fg(G): the Ulm-Kaplansky invariants 01 E P, k E N*); 
B[p”]: the direct sum of a set of cyclic groups Z(p”) of order p” 
(PEP, ?ZEN). 

Let 1GiIi.d be a set of groups. The subgroup Sied G, of the direct 
product fli, d G, consisting of all sequences { gi} iE d ( gi E G,), such that for 
any natural n almost all components of (gi Ii, d satisfy gi E nGi, is called 
the regular direct sum of the groups Gi, i E d (it is also called Z-adic com- 
pletion). 

The group G is said to be fully reduced if n,,, N nG = 0. 

LEMMA 1. [4, Theorem 4.31. Let G be a jtiily reduced group and 
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&+NDEc~MP~SABLE ABELIAN GROUPS 361 

an arbitrarily fixed basic subgroup of the torsion part tG of G (6: B --, G is 
the &orresponding embedding). 

Then there exist a group G and a monomorphism o: G + G such that 

&= ,,.P%.AJ BCP”I OG’, 

where the group G’ is the regular direct sum of some set of additive groups of 
rings of p-adic integers ~with distinct or identical p), the subgroup oG is pure 
in G, and the composition o6 is the canonical embedding of the direct sum 
into the regular direct sum. 

THEOREM 0 [ 3, Theorem 11. If a basic subgroup B, of the maximal torsion 
subgroup T(G) of a group G contains a direct summand of G of the same car- 
dinaiity as G, then any basic subgroup B of T(G) has the same property. 

Let us take this opportunity to thank Adolf Mader for pointing out that 
Lemma 4 in [3] is incorrect. All other results in [3] remain unchanged 
and correct. This lemma should be replaced by the following lemma: 

LEMMA 2. Let B be a basic subgroup of a reduced countable torsion 
group T. There exists an ~~-i~decomposabie extension of T by a finite rank 
torison-free group R tf and only if there exists an K,-indecomposable exten- 
sion of B by R. 

Proof Lemma 3 in [3] proves exactly the sufficient condition. 
Let G be a ~~-ind~omposable extension of T by R, G1 = n,,, N nT. We 

get the commutative diagram (D) with exact rows and columns. 

It can be checked strai~tforwardly that B’ = 6(B) is a basic subgroup of 
the torsion part T(G’) of G’, and 6, is an isomorphism. 

Assume G’ is X,-decomposable. Since T(G) = T is reduced and 
r,(G’) < Ho, G’ has a countable direct summand decomposable into a 
direct sum of finite cyclic groups. Due to Theorem 0, there exists a coun- 
table subgroup B; of B’ such that j?B; is a direct summand of G’, i.e., 
G’ = BB; @ L’. 
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362 SHELAH AND SOIFER 

Denote B, = a;‘(&) and L = K’(L’). Obviously, G = (B,, L). Also, 
B, n L c T,, i.e., B, n L s Bn T, = 0. Therefore we get a direct decom- 
position G = B, @L, which shows that G is &decomposable. Contradic- 
tion, therefore G’ is N,indecomposable. 

Note that T (G’) being countable without elements of infinite height is a 
direct sum of cyclics, therefore Z’(G’)rB. G’ is an X0-indecomposable 
extension of B by R. The necessary condition is proven. 

THEOREM 1 [3, Theorem 21. Let T be a countable reduced torsion group. 
There exists an ~~-~ndecompos~b~e extension of T by a torsion-free group of 
the torsion-free rank 1 tf and only tf T can be presented as a direct sum 
T = FQ H, where F is a finite group and for every prime p and non-negative 
integer k 

fgff)+ff:.,(w< 1. (0) 

3. COUNTABLE COUNTABLY INDECOMP~SABLE GROUPS OF 
FINITE TORSION-FREE RANK, ~-DECOMPOSABLE FOR ANY FINITE n 

DE~NITION. We would say that a group G passes the test if there exists 
a finite subset A in G such that there is no direct decomposition 

G=F@G, (1) 

with a finite non-zero subgroup F, and A c G,. 
We would also say in this case that G passes the test with its 

corresponding subset A. 

I,EMMA 3. Let G = F 0 G’ be a direct decomposition of a group G with a 
finite subgroup F. Then G passes the test tf and only tf G’ passes the test. 

Proof: Let c be the projection of G onto G’. If G passes the test with its 
corresponding subset A, then G’ passes the test with g(A). 

If G’ passes the test with its corresponding subset A’, then G passes the 
test with F u A’. 

TEST LEMMA. Let G be a mixed countable reduced group of finite torsion- 
free rank. Then G is NO-indecomposrable tf and only I$ it passes the test. 

Proof. Let A be a finite subset of G and G = 8,, ,,, G, a decomposition 
of G into a direct sum of non-zero summands. There exists m E N such that 
AE: Q,<m G, and G, is torsion. Therefore G, has a finite non-zero direct 
summand F, and a prohibited decom~sition (1) exists. Thus G does not 
pass the test. The sufficient condition is proven. 
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KO-INOECOMpOs~BLE~BELI~N GROUPS 363 

Necessary Condition. Assume that G does not pass the test. Let (gi}isN 
enumerate G. We will define by induction on i finite non-zero subgroups 
Fi, subgroups Hi and finite subsets Ai satisfying all the inclusions of the 
following diagram 

and the following direct decompositions: 

Hi=Fi+lOHi+l (3) 

(4) 

Let A,=@. 
Let HI = G, AZ = (gr}. There exists a direct decomposition 

H,=F,@H,,where l<lF,l<K,andA,~H,. 
Let iE N. Due to Lemma 3, Hi does not pass the test. In particular, for 

the subset Ai c Hi there exists a direct decomposition Hi = Fi+ I @ Hi+ 1 
with l<IFi+ll<KOandAi~Hi+,. Weget 

G= (5) 

In accordance with decomposition (5), we can present g, E G as 

gi=Bi+ai, (6) 

where Pi~OjGi+l F,, and ~EH~+,. Define Ai+,=Aiu{cri}. 
In the end, the following decomposition takes place: 

‘=(EFi)@(plHi). (7) 

Indeed due to enumeration, g E G implies g = gi for some i E N. Due to 
(5), (6),gi=jIi+ai,wherejIi~ @jGi+lFj~ @jsNFj,andai~Ai+,.Dueto 
inclusions of (2), aim Aj for every ja i + 1, therefore OI,E Hj for every 
jai+1, so UiEfijsN Hj, and finallygi~(@j.,Fj)@(nj.NHj). 

Thus, G is K,-decomposable. 

Remark 1. The statement and the proof of the Test Lemma as well as 
the following Theorem 2 would not change if we were to replace the 
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364 SHELAH AND SOIFER 

requirement of finite rank of G/T(G) by a weaker condition of G/T(G) to 
be K,-indecomposable. 

Remark 2. The necessary condition of the Test Lemma holds for 
arbitrary countable groups. 

THEOREM 2. The class K of countable Et,-indecomposable groups of finite 
torsion-free rank is closed under finite direct sums. 

Proof: Let G,, G2 E K. It means that G,, G, pass the test with their 
finite subsets A i , AZ, respectively. 

Let 

G=G,QGz, (8) 

A = A I u A*. It suffices to show that a decomposition 

G=F@G’ (9) 

is impossible, where 1 < 1 PI < K,, and A s G’. 
Assume there exists a decomposition (9). Without loss of generality we 

can assume that F is a cyclic p-group of the order, say p”. Let T be a pro- 
jection of G onto F, and F= (x). In accordance with decomposition (8), 
x=x1+x2, where xie Gi (i = 1, 2). Since TX = x, o( TxJ =p” for at least 
one i= 1,2. Without loss of generality we can assume that o( TX,) =p”, 
therefore TX, = kx, where (k, p) = 1. Let S be the isomorphism from (x) 
onto (xi ) determined by x I+’ k-lx, (k-l is the inverse of k in Z/p”Z). 
Denote T’ = ST. The restriction of T’ to G, is a projection of G, onto 
(xi), such that T’x, =x1 and T’(A1)=O. Therefore there is a direct 
decomposition G1 = (xi ) @ Ker T’, which shows that Gi does not pass the 
test. 

This contradiction shows that decomposition (9) is impossible, and 
therefore the group G is NO-indecomposable. 

The following theorem is a generalization of the main result from [3]. 

THEOREM 3. Let T be a countable reduced torsion group. The following 
conditions are equivalent: 

(1) There exists an N,-indecomposable extension G of T by a com- 
pletely decomposable torsion-free group of rank n. 

(2) There exists an K,-indecomposable extension G of T by a torsion- 
free group of rank n. 
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NO-INDECOMP~SABLEABELIAN GROUPS 365 

(3) T can be presented as a direct sum T= F@ H, where F is a finite 
group and 

(Vp~P)(Vk~N*):ffl(H)+f$+~(H)<rt. (10) 

In the proof we will need the following lemma: 

LEMMA 4. (Follows from Theorem 3.2 of [2].) Let the group D be a 
direct sum of cyclics: 

D= Oi,,n<ai>, where o(ai) =p”’ or o(ai) =pm+’ for iE I,, and de D. 

Then there exists a direct decomposition 

D= (/?)@D’ 

such that dc (p), BED. 

Proof of Theorem 3. (1) -+ (2) Obvious. 
(2) --f (3) Let G be an Qindecomposable group with T(G) = T and 

G/T(G)r G (r: G -+ G corresponding epimorphism), where G is a torsion- 
free group of rank n. 

Due to Lemma 2, we can assume without loss of generality that T is a 
direct sum of cyclics. 

If for some p E P, k E N*, fg( T) = K,, then G has a bounded countable 
summand, i.e., G is an &decomposable group. That contradicts the con- 
dition (2), and we can conclude, therefore, that 

(Vp E P)(Vk E IV*): f:(T) < 24,. (11) 

Assume that T does not satisfy the condition (3). Due to (11) only two 
situations are possible. 

Case 1. T has a direct summand T, = @,, ,=., D,, where P, is an infinite 
set of primes and 

and 

(VP~ PA(qm(p) E N*): f&(D,) + E(r)+ ,(D,) an 

f$( Dp) = 0 for k < m(p) and k > m(p) + 1. 

By appropriate selection of inverse images under epimorphism z of a 
system of generators of G and numerous applications of Lemma 4, it is not 
difficult to show that in this case the group G is &-decomposable. 
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Case 2. T has a direct summand T, which is a p-group and 

T, = @ D;, 
itN 

(12) 

where (Vi~N)(3rn,~N*):f&,(D~)+f~,+,(D,)>n and 

f,p(Di) = 0 for k<mi and k>mi+ 1, 

and m,+,>mi+ 1 (ieN). 
Due to Lemma 2, we can assume without loss of generality that 

n n E ,nG = 0. According to Lemma 1, we can present G as a pure subgroup 
of 

6= n Di@G’ (13) 
ieN 

with T, (please see (12)) canonically embedded into G. 
Let G, be a pure subgroup of G of rank 1, and G, the complete inverse 

image of G, under epinorphism r. Assume that G, is a p-divisible group. 
Let G, be generated by S= (Fi}rsNu {Fj}jtN with relations O#F, =piPIFi 
and ‘I = kjFj, (p, kj) = 1. 

We will use below the following notations: for g E 6, [g] i will stand for 
the component of g in the factor Di of the decomposition (13); 
C&Tl~=Ci~I.Cgli~ 

Elements { ri}iE N of G and positive integers { ui}icN are defined as 
follows: rl is an inverse image of F1 under epimorphism r, u1 = 1. Assume 
ri E G and vi E N are chosen. There exist ri+ , E G and vi+ 1 > ui such that 

ri- [ri]‘;‘=prj+l + tj, 

where [ri+I]P’=O and t,~ @V,cj<v,+, Dj. 
Let i E N. Due to Lemma 4 applied to [rilu, E D,, there exists a direct 

decomposition 

Do,= (Pi> @DL, (14) 

such that [rilv,E (/Ii). 
The following decomposition is now obvious: 

CT, {riliEN) = 0 Dk,OM 
ieN 

where MC ({ri)ieN; {BiIiEN; OjeN\(o,),tNDj). 
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Let j E N. Choose an inverse image sj of Sj under epimorphism z such that 
for every in A’, [sjJ,;E (/Ii), we have a direct decomposition 

where L = ( (Sj}js,v, M). 
Note that Z’(G,) = T; Gl/ri’rG,; and 

(Vie N)(3m”i E iv*): f ;“(D:J + f”Moi+,(D;,) > n - 1 (W 

and 

fgog = 0 for k<pn, and IE>mUi+ 1, (17) 

and m_v,+, > m”i + 1 (iE N). 
If G, were not a p-divisible group, the proof of the existence of decom- 

position (15), satisfying (16) and (17) would be much simpler. 
Group G, being the extension of T by the rank n torsion-free group G, 

can be obtained as the composition of n consecutive extensions by torsion- 
free groups of rank 1. This process can be formalized by a straightforward 
induction. But the idea of construction would not be sacrificed if we stop- 
ped here after the first step. The outcome of the n-step construction is the 
decomposition of G into a direct sum of No non-zero summands. 

Thus in both cases G is an &,-decomposable group. Contradiction. 
Group T satisfies the condition (3). 

(3) + (1) The group T obviously can be decomposed into a direct 
sum 

T=&Ti 
i=l 

such that for every i= 1,2,..., n the group Ti can be presented as a direct 
sum Ti = Fi (8 Iii, where Fi is a finite group, and 

(vpEP)(vkEN*):f~(Hi)+fjE+I(H,)~l. (18) 

Due to Theorem 1, there exists an K,indecomposable extension Gj of Ti 
by a rank 1 torsion-free group Rj. 

Let G = @;= 1 Gi. Obviously T(G) = T, G/T(G)r @ ;=, Ri is a com- 
pletely decomposable group. Due to Theorem 2, G is an No- 
indecomposable group. 

Theorem 3 is proven. 
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COROLLARY 1. Let T be a countable reduced torsion group. There exists 
an N,-indecomposable extension of T by a (completely decomposable) finite 
rank torsion-free group if and only tf the set of the Ulm-Kaplansky 
invariants 

{f;(T)lp~P,k~N*) 

is bounded (by an integer). 

In the necessary condition of Theorem 3, the following statement in fact 
was proven. 

THEOREM 4. Let G be a mixed group of a finite torsion-free rank n with a 
countable torsion part T. 

If there is an integer m > n and an infinite subset Q s P x N*, such that 

[V(p,k)~Ql:f~(T)+f::+,(T)~m, 

then there exists a direct decomposition 

G= HOG,, 

where H is a direct sum of finite cyclic groups and 

CV(p,k)~Ql:f~(H)+ffC+,(H)gm-n. 

4. COUNTABLE TORSION-FREE RANK DOES NOT CONTRIBUTE 
ANYTHING TOWARD No-INDECOMPOSABILITY 

THEOREM 5. (1) Let G be a countable group, and the set of the 
Urn-Kaplansky invariants { f{( T(G)) Ip E P, k E N*} not bounded (by an 
integer). Then G is K,-decomposable. 

(2) In fact, tf G is a countable N,-indecomposable group, then some 
subgroup H of G of finite torsion-free rank and such that T(G) < H d G, is 
N,-indecomposable. 

Proof: Let G be a countable K,-indecomposable group with unbounded 
Ulm-Kaplansky invariants set. According to Remark 2, G passes the test 
with, say, a corresponding finite subset A. There exists a finite torsion-free 
rank pure subgroup H of G, such that T(G) < H < G and A c H. 

Due to Theorem 3, H is &,-decomposable, i.e., 

H= @ Hi; H,#O. 
ieN 
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There exists n E IV such that A E ei< n Hi and H, is torsion. Therefore we 
can get a direct decomposition H = Fe H’, where F is a finite non-zero 
cyclic group, and A z H’. It is easy to show that the projection T of H onto 
F can be extended to a projection T’ of G onto F, such that T’(A) = 0. This 
contradicts the fact that G passes the test with the corresponding finite sub- 
set A. 
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